


current conditions impact members, particularly when it comes to travel pay on which they offered NO INCREASE
the first year following ratification, and a $5 increase in subsequent years, while continuing to promote the flawed
concept that a travel-only day is not a workday. Responsive to the concerns raised by Sports daily hire members, the
Union is pushing for significant increases in the volume of work, uniform wages across all platforms, improvements in
travel provisions and compensation for cancelled engagements. The Company has summarily rejected our proposals
that would update the Sports Event Agreement and provide members with the benefits and proper compensation we
are demanding.

Toward the end of the week, the Company revealed its package of economic proposals, and the Committee was, to put
it mildly, underwhelmed. Increases to payments such as per diem, missed second meal penalties, and short turnaround
would increase by only a dollar at a time, and would be delayed until a year, or sometimes two, after the contract takes
effect. The proposed payment in lieu of benefits (PILOB) increase would be delayed a year as well. The Company has
also proposed cutting another hour from each end of the night shift differential corridor and has refused to expand the
current brief window during which all daily hires can receive pay for cancelled shifts. Our proposal to increase the
number of paid sick days for daily hires was also rejected, with the Company offering no additional days beyond what
is already provided for. In response to our reasonable request to add the new Juneteenth federal holiday to the list of
holidays, the Company stated that it is unwilling to do so for staff in any form, and will only add Juneteenth for daily
hires in exchange for giving up the Friday after Thanksgiving as a holiday. The Company at this point continues to
hold firm to its stance that all meals should be a minimum of 30 minutes and unpaid, and further has proposed an
actual reduction by several dollars to the payment for opportunities to eat (OTEs), as well as expanding the areas that
OTEs can be applied to. The Union remains adamant that OTE payments need to be increased, and that limitations
must be put on their usage. To that end, the Union has crafted a sim An
opportunity to eat shall be an amount of time sufficient for the employee to break from their work assignment and eat a
meal away from the work area. -sense proposal has been rejected, with little logical
explanation. After spending months insisting
for with the forthcoming larger payments and wage increases, the Company offered a paltry 2% wage increase for each
year of the Agreement.

platforms. Numerous online newscasts have been launched or are in the process of being started at KABC, KGO and
WLS. The Union is seeking to address this by expanding the producing fees for Newswriters to cover online newscasts

the nightshift differential corridor by two hours. This would reduce the compensation of our dedicated members who
regularly write for and produce morning newscasts.

For more than 20 years, the Company has held a bitter vendetta against our Local Union in San Francisco, with
-working

members at lower rates than are provided elsewhere in the Master Agreement. The Union has repeatedly pointed out
that it is time for this vendetta to end, and to treat our San Francisco members equally and with the respect they
deserve. The Company continues to rely on an antiquated argument that television viewership is different in San
Francisco, while ignoring the fact that the San Francisco Bay Area has the highest cost of living in the country.

The Union has heard our members demands loud and clear and will continue to fight for them at the table as we seek
to improve our working conditions and increase the compensation to what we rightfully deserve. Please continue to
monitor Sector and Local Union websites and check email notices for updates relating to negotiations and mobilization
activities.

In Solidarity,
The ABC NABET-CWA Network Negotiating Committee


